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 Pictures can deviate from the EV model.



Nothing 
beats 
Genuine.

Why Genuine? Because every Hyundai accessory is designed, 
manufactured and tested to the same stringent standards as your 
own new KONA. That means that they fit perfectly, they 
complement your car’s design and will never look out of place. All 
are manufactured from high quality materials, some of which are 
sustainable and recyclable wherever possible. So, when you have 
the foresight to choose the new KONA, you’ll also be assured that 
our accessories match perfectly. That’s Genuine!
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There’s no 
substitute 
for Genuine.

Whether sporty or elegant, there’s much more to our Genuine 
wheels than their eye-catching appearance. Before they can be 
incorporated into our range they must be homologated. This 
means they are subjected to the rigorous testing procedures 
which ensure the strength, safety and longevity of all our Genuine 
wheels. So you can drive on with absolute confidence.
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Genuine is 
the natural 
choice.

You can add extra protection to the carefully crafted interior of your 
new KONA with many eco-friendly Genuine accessories which have 
been produced with sustainability in mind. These include the 
resilient trunk liner and matching trunk liner extension, both of 
which are manufactured using bio-based materials. So you can 
help to protect our planet and your KONA at the same time.
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Never 
undervalue 
Genuine.

It’s easy to underestimate what you really need from a totally new 
car. There will always be situations that present you with new 
challenges. No problem. You can choose from purpose-designed 
accessories that can extend the carrying capacity of your new 
KONA. And they are all manufactured specifically for your car, with 
all the strength and capability that you could need. 
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LED door projectors, Hyundai logo, 99651ADE00H LED trunk and tailgate lights, 99652ADE00

LED puddle lights, 99651ADE00

Sytling

LED trunk and tailgate lights

Never feel helpless again while trying to find 
some specific item in the dark. Or step into 
something while doing so. Enjoy perfect 
visibility in and outside your trunk!
99652ADE00

LED puddle lights

The spotlight is on whenever you open the car door. These 
LED puddle lights add a distinctive yet subtle glow for a 
unique entrance – and increased visibility, especially in 
darkness. Automatically activated when the front doors are 
opened.  
99651ADE00 

LED door projectors

Introduce more finesse into the darkness, by featuring the 
Hyundai logo on the ground next to your open front doors.  
99651ADE00H (Hyundai logo)

Adding your personal selection of our styling accessories is a great way to personalise your new KONA. All have been designed to enhance its dynamic design, while 
others like LED lighting effects and entry guards also bring the bonus of even more functionality.

Subtle changes make a great difference.
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LED trunk and tailgate lights, 99652ADE00

Sytling
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Sytling
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Decals, racing stripes, BE200ADE10BL

Entry guards

Make first impressions count. Welcome passengers to your cabin with these 
stainless steel entry guards featuring the KONA logo.
BE450ADE00ST (set of 4)

Decals, racing stripes

Create the impression of even more sportiness and speed with eye-catching 
racing stripes for your car’s bonnet. Available in glossy white and matt black.
BE200ADE10BL (matt black)
BE200ADE10WH (glossy white)

Decals, racing stripes, BE200ADE10WH

Entry guards, BE450ADE00ST

Sytling
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Door mirror caps

Add a striking design detail to your KONA’s exterior with these door 
mirror caps.  
BE431ADE00BL (piano black)

Steering wheel inlay

Enhance the interior of your vehicle with these piano black accents for 
steering wheel.  
BE014ADE00BL (piano black) 

Side trim lines

Bring more premium dynamism to the side panels of your KONA with 
these side trim lines. 
BE271ADE00BL (piano black)

Side skirts

Combine elegance with sportiness. These piano black side skirts give an 
exclusive custom look to your vehicle. 
BE420ADE00BL (piano black)

Instrument panel trim

Complement the sleek central button console with a subtle, stylish 
surround in piano black. 
BE012ADE00BL (piano black) 

Tailgate trim line

Superb elegance in every detail. This strip brings a stylish finishing touch 
to your tailgate.  
BE491ADE00BL (piano black)

Sytling

1

Piano black
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Sytling

Brushed aluminium optic

Door mirror caps

Add a striking design detail to your KONA’s exterior with these door 
mirror caps.  
BE431ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic)

Side trim lines

Bring more premium dynamism to the side panels of your KONA with 
these side trim lines. 
BE271ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic)

Side skirts

Combine elegance with sportiness. These brushed aluminium optic side 
skirts give an exclusive custom look to your vehicle. 
BE420ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic)

Tailgate trim line

Superb elegance in every detail. This strip brings a stylish finishing touch 
to your tailgate.  
BE491ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic)

Steering wheel inlay

Enhance the interior of your vehicle with these brushed aluminium optic 
accents for steering wheel.  
BE014ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic) 

Instrument panel trim

Complement the sleek central button console  
with a subtle, stylish surround in brushed aluminium optic. 
BE012ADE00BR (brushed aluminium optic)
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Wheels

1a. 1b.

3. 4a. 4b.

Nothing adds to the appeal of your new car more than your choice of Hyundai wheels. Each wheel here has been designed specifically to 
complement the bold styling of your new KONA, some are available in different colour combinations. All are homologated to meet the 
applicable legal requirements.

Creating a greater impression.

2.
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Wheels

6. Wheel storage bags, 99495ADB01 

1. Alloy wheel 17", Balsan

17" alloy wheel, 7.0Jx17, suitable for 215/60 R17 tyres .  
Cap included, original nuts can be used.
1a. BE400ADE07 (silver) 
1b. BE400ADE07GR (graphite)

2.   Alloy wheel 17", Seumul

17" alloy wheel, bicolour, 7.0Jx17, suitable for215/60  
R17 Cap included, original nuts can be used.
2. WI32SX217

3. Alloy wheel 18", Bomun

18“ alloy wheel, 7.0Jx18, suitable for 215/55 R18 tyres.  
Cap included, original nuts can be used.
3. BE400ADE08BLM (matt black) 

4. Alloy wheel 19", Boramae

19" five-spoke alloy wheel, 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/45  
R19 tyres. Cap included, original nuts can be used. 
4a. HF400ADE09BLM (matt black/EV) 
4b. HF400ADE09BC (bicolour/EV)

5. Wheel locks

These locking wheel nuts provide reliable protection against 
theft. Enjoy the peace of mind of knowing that your alloy 
wheels are staying right where they belong. Set of 4. Key is
included.
99490ADE50 (not shown)

6. Wheel storage bags

Set of 4 wheel storage bags to keep your wheels, clothing and 
your storage place clean. They also protect car interior during 
transportation. Adjustable – one size fits all (up to 255 / 45 
R21). 
99495ADB01

5. Wheel locks and nuts, dark chrome, 99490ADE50DC
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Transport

Bike carrier for all tow bars, E823055001
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Transport

Tow bar, detachable, HF281ADE00 (EV)Bike carrier for all tow bars, E823055001

Bike carrier for all tow bars

Capable of carrying 2 bikes and also suitable for e-bikes with a maximum combined weight 
up to 60 kg. The convenient tilt mechanism provides unobstructed access to the trunk area 
without having to remove the bikes. Lockable, easy to load and you can open the tailgate 
with your bikes on the back. 
E823055001 (LHD)

Tow bar, detachable

Whenever you have substantial cargo in tow, this top-quality corrosion-resistant steel tow bar is 
ideal for efficient transportation. With the featured 3-ball locking system it can be detached 
simply, securely and discreetly.  Please consult your dealer regarding the maximum towing load 
capacity for your vehicle. 
 HF281ADE00 (EV)

Tow bar wiring kit

Installation uses original vehicle connectors and a multifunctional trailer module which  
amplify all necessary signals and communicates also with the vehicle. Compatible with both 
conventional bulb and LED trailer lamps. The park distance warning system and rear fog lights 
are automatically switched off when a trailer/bike carrier is connected & detected. With the  
new trailer lamp control feature, a notification is sent via vehicle cluster when a tail, brake, or 
indicator light malfunctions. For your safety and comfort, other Advanced Drive Assist Systems  
of the vehicle are also automatically deactivated when a trailer/bike carrier is connected & 
detected. For more information, please check the owner's manual or contact your dealer.

The 13-pole socket-based system is prepared to manage all modern caravan functions.  
To ensure full functionality, +15/+30 is already included in the wiring.

13-pole socket: BE621ADE00PC* (waterproof socket housing)
7-pole socket: BE620ADE00PC* (with drainage holes to prevent water accumulation)

Based on your actual tow bar usage, adapters are available to temporarily change 7-pole to 
13-pole or vice versa.

13-pole socket (vehicle) to 7-pole socket (trailer/caravan) adapter: E919999137
7-pole socket (vehicle) to 13-pole socket (trailer/caravan) adapter: 55622ADB00

* BE621ADE00PC & BE620ADE00PC is compatible only for vehicles with trailer package.

And surprise others! Your new KONA is already a very capable vehicle, but you never know when you’re going to need some extra capacity. Carrying bikes 
securely? Towing a safely connected trailer or caravan? It’s all so simple when using our purpose-built accessories. All conform with existing legal requirements, 
and can make your adventurous life even more enjoyable.

Surprise yourself with your own potential.
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Transport

Roof box 330, 99730ADE10

Cross bars, aluminium, BEF21AC000

Cross bars, aluminium

Get more space for your adventures. These secure, 
lightweight cross bars are purpose-built for the vehicle 
roof rails and easy to install. So you can set off on future 
trips with all you need. Available from Q1 2024.
BEF21AC000 

Roof box 330

Whatever the reason, whatever the season: when you 
require additional storage for your Kona, this roof box 
gives you both quality and quantity. Aerodynamic and 
sleek, easy to install and robust, it also features dual side 
opening for fast loading and unloading. Lockable for 
theft prevention.  
99730ADE10

Bike carrier for all tow bars

Capable of carrying 2 bikes and also suitable for e-bikes 
with a maximum combined weight up to 60 kg. The 
convenient tilt mechanism provides unobstructed access 
to the trunk area without having to remove the bikes. 
Lockable, easy to load and you can open the tailgate with 
your bikes on the back. 
E823055001 (LHD)

Trunk partition

Fitting perfectly between your KONA's rear seatback and 
the roof, this easy-to-install grid is designed to keep a 
pet and cargo in the trunk area without restricting your  
rearward view.
BE150ADE00 (not shown)
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Bike carrier for all tow bars, E823055001,  Cross bars, aluminium, BE211ADE00AL, Roof box 330, 99730ADE10
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Comfort

Business suit hanger, 99770ADE10

Ice/sunscreen, BE723ADE00 Trunk organizer, foldable, 99123ADE00

Ice/sunscreen

Comfort and visibility, all year round. This screen shields your cabin 
from heat build-up on sunny days and prevents ice forming on 
your windscreen in freezing temperatures.
BE723ADE00 

Trunk organizer, foldable

Perfect for quickly organizing and securing any kind of supplies, 
folding away flat making room for your next errand. With practical 
carrying straps and handles for convenient transport outside your 
car. Branded with Hyundai logo.
99123ADE00 

Business suit hanger

Crease-free clothing on arrival. Attach it easily to the front seat, 
then hang it in your office or hotel room. Must be removed if the 
rear seat is occupied.
99770ADE10

How can you improve on the comfort provided by your new KONA? Well, you could add a degree of convenience with accessories which can ease your daily drive. All 
have been developed specifically to make life with your KONA even more comfortable and convenient on every journey. They all meet all relevant safety regulations.

Define your own level of comfort.
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Comfort

Business suit hanger, 99770ADE10
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Charging

Charging cable, Mode 3

To maximise its full capabilities the Charging cable, Mode 3 is equipped 
with Type 2 plugs at both ends. The electrical contacts are made from solid 
metal, and the easy-to-use plug handles are designed to safely and slowly 
dissipate any heat build-up during charging. High-grade materials make 
this charging cable extremely resistant to severe twisting or bending. And 
extensive weatherproofing excludes the possibility of corrosion. Secure 
automatic locking to both the car and the charging point is provided by the 
Type 2 plugs. The Charging cable, Mode 3 can be used for the day-to-day 
charging at public and domestic charging points that provide Type 2 
sockets with up to 22 kW (480V, 32A).
99632ADE003A 

Mobility dock

When convenient public charging points are not available, this compact 
and efficient Mobility dock is the perfect solution. It converts any standard 
household socket into a charging solution for your KONA. It is CE 
compliant, requires a Type 2 charging cable, and takes up very little 
on-board space. The maximum charging power is 2.3 kW. Its integrated 
control system monitors and regulates the charging process, detecting any 
DC and AC errors and automatically preventing overheating.
99635ADE00EU

Hyundai Vehicle-to-Load (V2L)

Get 220 V of alternating current to power your devices, outside your EV 
vehicle. Fully charged, its Vehicle-to-Load feature offers up to 3.6kW of 
power (depending on your vehicle output capacity), enough to run a large 
TV screen or a medium sized air conditioner for 24 hours. Simply attach the 
V2L connector to the charging outlet. Branded pouch included.
GIH68AK0U0 (only for outlet type E, F, L & J)
GIH68AK0E0 (only for UK/ outlet type G)
GIH68AK0D0 (only for Denmark/ outlet type K)

Charging cable, Type 2, Mode 3, 3-phase, 32A, 5m,  99632ADE003A Mobility dock, 99632ADE003A 

Enjoying a sustainable life is easier when clean electricity provides the power. The optimum way to charge your KONA is to use our 
fast, efficient charging system. Our Mode 3 charging cable is exactly what you need to make the most of existing charging 
systems. So you can concentrate on maximising your life with a clean conscience.

Fast charge your lifestyle.
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Hyundai Vehicle-to-Load (V2L) GIH68AK0U0 / GIH68AK0E0 / GIH68AK0D0
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Trunk liner extension, BE128ADE00E

Protection 
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Trunk tray, BE127ADE00

Protection

All weather mats, DF131ADE00/BE131ADE00 Trunk liner, BE122ADE00E

Trunk liner extension

Specially designed to keep the backs of your folded rear seats in top 
condition when carrying potentially damaging long and rough items as 
well as preventing goods from sliding into the gap between seats and 
trunk. Easy fixation with Velcro. Made from 90% bio-based sources. 
BE128ADE00E

Trunk tray

Heavy duty protection for the trunk area. Its high sides keep messy, 
muddy and wet loads away from the fabrics and materials of your KONA. 
BE127ADE00 

All weather mats

However extreme the weather, however extreme  
your adventure, these durable and easy-to-clean floor mats form a 
protective layer against wet, muddy or sandy shoes. Made from 
recyclable materials. Please check the table at the end for complete 
overview of all part numbers.

Trunk liner

From gardening tools to sports equipment – some cargo can be 
potentially wet or grimy. Made from 80% bio-based sources this semi-
rigid, anti-slip and waterproof liner with raised edges will keep your trunk 
clean. 
BE122ADE00E

Enjoying life to the full is so easy with your new KONA. But it often involves close encounters with mud, dirty water and other undesirable 
substances. Our specially designed accessories provide year-round protection and fit the interior perfectly. They often share matching surface 
patterns, and wherever possible are manufactured from bio-based materials.

Made for your KONA and made to last.
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Protection 

Textile floor mats, velour, DF143ADE00/BE143ADE00
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Door sill protection foils, black, 99451ADE00BL

Door sill protection foils, transparent, 99451ADE00TR Door handle recess protection foils, 99272ADE00

Protection

Trunk mat, reversible, BE120ADE00 Trunk sill trim line, black, BE275ADE00BL

Trunk mat, reversible, BE120ADE00 

Textile floor mats, velour

Introduce a good-looking yet hard-wearing floor covering to your vehicle 
in high-quality velour. The tailor-made mats feature the Hyundai logo in 
the front row and are held in place with fixing points and anti-slip 
backing. Please check the table at the end for the complete overview of 
all part numbers.
HF143ADE00

Trunk sill trim line

Exclusive styling: these colour shields are ideal for adding a refined 
horizontal detail to the inner sill of your car’s load area.
BE275ADE00BL

Trunk mat, reversible

Enjoy double the protection with two flippable surfaces – high-quality 
velour on one side, and a resilient dirt-resistant finish on the other – to 
suit the whole range of different transport tasks life brings with it.  
BE120ADE00

Door sill protection foils, transparent

Effective and simple protection where it's most needed: this discreet 
transparent foil shields your door sill from scrapes and scuffs. 
99451ADE00TR 

Door sill protection foils, black

Durable black foil that protect and preserve paintwork from everyday 
wear and tear. 
99451ADE00BL

Door handle recess protection foils

High-contact zone: door handle recesses are particularly prone to 
potential wear over time. These foils counter this issue, keeping your 
paintwork here looking like new and free of any fingernail or key 
scratches. 
99272ADE00
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Safety hammert, 99946ADE00

Warning light, 99945ADE00

Safety hammer, 99946ADE00

Safety bag, 99940ADE00
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Make sure you are prepared for the unexpected with practical items on board 
that can provide protection in unforeseen situations – anytime, anywhere.

Take care of your 
loved ones.

Safety hammer

Don't panic if you need to escape to safety. Let 
the hammer do the work. Just press it gently to 
the window. The ultra-hard ceramic head will 
jump out, smash the pane and immediately 
retract to be used again. The non-slip handle is 
equipped with an advanced seat belt cutter.  
99946ADE00 

Warning light

Make sure your vehicle is seen from far 
whenever oncoming traffic needs to be warned. 
The warning light rotates full 360° for improved 
visibility and increased safety. Magnetic 
mounting makes attaching it to the roof quick 
and easy.  
99945ADE00 

Safety bag

Enjoy the added peace of mind of having this 
safety bag on board. This safety bag contains 
two safety vests, a warning triangle and a first 
aid kit that complies with current DIN 13164: 
2014, a legal requirement in several European 
countries.  
99940ADE00 

Warning triangle

Stay safe when stranded. This high-visibility 
warning triangle makes sure approaching 
motorists see you in time. Lightweight, stable 
and foldable,  
it is also compliant with the latest ECE-R27 
standard, a legal requirement  
in most European countries. 
99942ADE00 

Safety vest

Maximum visibility for maximum safety, all day 
and night. This neon vest with reflective strips 
lets other motorists see you from a distance if 
you have to leave your KONA. It complies with 
EN 20471, a legal requirement in most European 
countries. One size fits all.  
99941ADE00

Cabin air filter

The genuine cabin air filter cleans air that enters 
the cabin through heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning systems. Made of fine, top-quality 
fibrous material, the cabin air filter keeps dust, 
pollen and grime out of the car. Please consult 
your dealer for part number and availability.

Wiper blades

The high-quality premium wiper blades are 
designed specifically to perform perfectly with 
your Hyundai. Please consult your dealer for part 
number and availability.

Touch-up paints

Keep your paintwork in top condition with 
genuine touch-up paints for repairing scratches 
and stone chips, and protecting from corrosion –  
quickly, simply and effectively. Developed to 
precisely match the colour of your vehicle. Please 
consult your dealer for the correct colour code.

Warning triangle, 99942ADE00

Touch-up paints

Wiper blades

Cabin air filter

Safety vest, 99941ADE00

Safety & Service
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Only Genuine 
accessories 
fit so well.

“Fit and finish” is the automobile industry term for how different 
automotive components fit together. And you can be assured that 
every Genuine accessory has been designed and manufactured to 
the same precise standards as your new KONA. So everything fits 
perfectly, and never, ever, looks out of place.
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